PARDAD about the country like a cheap vaude-
ville stage, exhibited from handstands or as the head of a "Barnes and Ames", is being taken in by his mod.
the English sailor, whose timely aid to the ill-fated "Florida" recently won him worldwide fame, is being exploited in a manner which would seem to take all the dignity from his heroic action.
One cannot deny that his action was heroic and wholly unself-
ly, but to give such a man the kind of attention accorded to his colleagues in "Amoria", is being taken in by the smoke of his mod.
itself. The result is a horde of assembled units, one like
A. Jewell.
his personal preferences and assume what the majority thinks,
does not change in the face of a lack of maturity and intel-
A. Jewell.
One cannot deny that his action was heroic and wholly unself-
ly, but to give such a man the kind of attention accorded to his colleagues in "Amoria", is being taken in by the smoke of his mod.
that Lobbie's jolly rubicund
to in-
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It may be a dangerous thing, this telling men when to think,;
their moments of release from mere-
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It is notable. Rie's man is a
his peerage casually asked for .a quotation on
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A bill has been presented to the
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If we accept Aristotle's theory theromfrtedn
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This was the beginning of the lI1duTstria Revolution the idea has steadily d
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